
  

COLD-FORMED STEEL COLD-FORMED STEEL 

STEEL BUILDING BENEFITS:
• Design Versatility

• Reduced Builder Risk Insurance

• Accelerated Construction Schedule

• Quicker Occupancy

• Resiliency Through Life Cycle

• Short Lead Times

• Strongest Per Pound CFS in the 

Industry

• Prefabrication Time Savings

ROOFROOF

FLOORFLOOR

WALLWALL

ULTRA-SPAN®



      

MiTek Design Optimization Process

Walls:Walls:

Roofs:Roofs:

Floors:Floors:

We offer the best C-stud products on the market. 
Our design works perfectly in any pre-fabricated 
load bearing or curtain wall panel, floor joist or 
any structural framing need. Pre-punched to 
accommodate wall bracing, plumbing, electrical 
and mechanical lines. Our Ultra-Span® trusses, 
along with C-studs products will make your building 
better, period.

MiTek C-Studs offer a wide variety of sizes and mil thicknesses, allowing us to be a part of nearly 
any project.

MiTek Ultra-Span® roof trusses have set a new standard in 
the Cold-Formed Steel industry by offering the greatest 
versatility, coupled with the greatest strength per pound. 
By using the exact amount of steel your project needs—
expertly calculated by our industry-leading estimating 
and design software—an Ultra-Span® roof can add 
strength and reduce costs. Combine that with the fact 
that  we use 100% non-combustible Prime Steel, and we 
are able to assist in LEED certification, due to the high 

recycled content of the product. Ultra-Span® roof trusses also offer UL® assemblies, complete 
documentation including bracing, connections, and installation.

It starts with design strength. Ultra-Span® trusses are
developed using our Steel EngineTM software that 
calculates the right amount of steel for your floor 
to give you all the strength you need, but minimize
the amount of cold-formed steel used.

By eliminating waste we are able to make projects 
more cost-effective, while at the same time, making 
each building that much more environmentally friendly.



  

Benefits To:Benefits To:

EngineerEngineer
Using cold-formed steel floors, walls and roofs will give you tremendous versatility in the 
building design. Facilitating an architectural requirement is easier when you have flexible fram-
ing options. CFS trusses provided alongside the best CFS professional engineers in the industry 
ensure your truss systems are up to your standards. Need Blast Force Design capabilities? MiTek  
has it. Need fire ratings? MiTek has it.

InstallerInstaller
Unloading trusses from trucks and placing them directly onto the roof eliminates the need for an 
on-site lay down area, effectively eliminating the need for on site material storage. This can be 
made possible by coordinating shipments with the general contractor’s schedule and assuring 
that the site has appropriate access and all safety measures covered.

OwnerOwner
Why would you consider building a project with anything but cold-formed steel? CFS buildings 
lower builders insurance by up to 75% during construction. CFS prefabricated floors, walls and 
roof can be delivered to a job site sequenced for efficiency as needed, lowering handling costs 
and storage. A project done with CFS is more resilient, requires less maintenance over its life and 
will never incur costly mold, mildew or termite infestation expenses.

General ContractorGeneral Contractor
Did you know that steering your project into a cold-formed steel structure will pay many 
dividends? For example, our floor trusses have adequate room for MEP and arrive at the job site 
already fabricated. And of course, imagine having a construction partner in the fabricator who 
builds and delivers your trusses as you need them, eliminating excess job site storage. If this is 
the kind of project efficiency you want, it’s time to work with MiTek.

FabricatorFabricator      

With our class-leading customer service, complete design software, expedited shipping and 
complete in-house engineering services, there is no reason to partner anywhere else. Yes, 
partner. When you work with us as your supplier, you are part of a team consisting of the best 
and most experienced engineers in the industry, a sales team that knows you personally and a 
production team that cares about your order. With MiTek, you matter - every day, every project, 
every time.



  

The benefits of MiTek cold-formed steel (CFS) 
outweigh any traditional building material. That’s 
why we’re constantly being incorporated into 
the design of some of the most important fa-
cilities. Take for example The Vistas in Manala-
pan, New Jersey. This assistive living retirement 
community chose to use our CFS trusses due 
to the non-combustible nature and the en-
hanced safety provided for senior residents.  

The strength of CFS, along with the power of our 
industry-leading design software, means projects 
will be stronger, last longer and enjoy greater 
resiliency for the duration of its design.

The Horse Capital of the World, Ocala, FL., is home 
to the World Equestrian Center. Sitting on 4,000 
acres of land, the center is utilizing 378 acres for 
its new equestrian training center, hospital and 
five-star hotel expansion. It will also be home to 
three on-site restaurants, a world-class spa, salon 
and fitness center with tennis facilities and pool. 

Miami designer Ric Owens is responsible for the 
design elements, while the project’s architectural 
design is thanks to Precision Commercial 
Architects Inc. in Cumming, GA. 

The Mississippi State University Alpha Delta Pi 
sorority house is getting a new home! Using 
Ultra-Span® cold-formed steel (CFS) roof 
trusses, JH&H Architects/Planners/Interiors PA
in Flowood, MS designed the project to last 
and the engineering was handled by Structural 
Engineering Associates, LLC in Jackson. CFS is 
often used for dorms and student housing due 
to its non-combustible nature and providing 
longevity to the structure.

Marathon Library

World Equestrian Center Mississippi State University

The Vistas at Christian Health

The U.S. East Coast has a hurricane season each 
year, and it’s a consistent reminder of why choosing 
the right building material is important. The 
Florida Keys often gets hit hard by these storms, 
and because of that, there are specific standards 
that must be met to ensure a resilient structure. 
That’s where MiTek cold-formed steel truly shines.

With the greatest strength per pound of any 
CFS available, MiTek provides both a design 
and engineering solution that can make jobs 
in high-wind areas more efficient. The new 
Marathon Library in Marathon, FL., is constructed 
to withstand wind velocities of up to 200 MPH—
the devastating 2017 hurricane Irma reached a 
maximum wind speed of 177 MPH.



  

MiTek revolutionized the cold-formed steel truss MiTek revolutionized the cold-formed steel truss 
industry with the invention of Ultra-Spanindustry with the invention of Ultra-Span®® in  in 
1995. Since then, millions of square feet of sloped 1995. Since then, millions of square feet of sloped 
roofs across the country have been specified roofs across the country have been specified 
and constructed with Ultra-Spanand constructed with Ultra-Span®® trusses. As  trusses. As 
architectural styles of hotels, low rise office buildings, architectural styles of hotels, low rise office buildings, 
senior living and dorms have changed, it’s important senior living and dorms have changed, it’s important 
to know that Ultra-Spanto know that Ultra-Span®® is still the leading choice  is still the leading choice 
for these projects.for these projects.

Ultra-SpanUltra-Span®®  trusses provide a widely accepted, trusses provide a widely accepted, 
versatile and cost-effective alternative solution for versatile and cost-effective alternative solution for 
flat roofs as well. Unlike other flat roof systems that flat roofs as well. Unlike other flat roof systems that 
have limits to configurations and architectural detail, have limits to configurations and architectural detail, 
Ultra-SpanUltra-Span®® roof trusses can be easily designed to  roof trusses can be easily designed to 
incorporate drainage, parapets, soffits, and other incorporate drainage, parapets, soffits, and other 
details thus eliminating the added expense of field details thus eliminating the added expense of field 
construction. Find out the many advantages of construction. Find out the many advantages of 
using Ultra-Spanusing Ultra-Span®® on your next roof truss project  on your next roof truss project 
by contacting a MiTek Metal Framing Fabricator. We by contacting a MiTek Metal Framing Fabricator. We 
can help throughout your entire project cycle – from can help throughout your entire project cycle – from 
preliminary design to truss delivery.preliminary design to truss delivery.

• • LightweightLightweight
• • Quick delivery timesQuick delivery times
• • Non-combustibleNon-combustible
• • Many possible configurations:Many possible configurations:
 -Mansard -Mansard
 -Parapet -Parapet
 -Internal slope (drainage) -Internal slope (drainage)
 -Low slope -Low slope
 -Top chord bearing -Top chord bearing
• • Easy support of mechanicalsEasy support of mechanicals
• • Fabricated to exact dimensionsFabricated to exact dimensions

FEATURED PRODUCTFEATURED PRODUCT
ULTRA-SPANULTRA-SPAN®  ROOF TRUSSES ROOF TRUSSES



  

MiTek is proud to announce the release of Ultra-SpanMiTek is proud to announce the release of Ultra-Span®®  Floor Trusses. The construction industry   Floor Trusses. The construction industry 
already knows the benefits of our roof trusses, it only made sense for MiTek to create a floor already knows the benefits of our roof trusses, it only made sense for MiTek to create a floor 
program.program.

Ultra-SpanUltra-Span®® Floor Trusses are non-combustible, lightweight and available with many possible  Floor Trusses are non-combustible, lightweight and available with many possible 
depths, as low as 12 inches and as deep as needed to allow for mechanical chases. As always with depths, as low as 12 inches and as deep as needed to allow for mechanical chases. As always with 
MiTek, our trusses are fabricated to exact dimensions to eliminate waste, and our fully-engineered MiTek, our trusses are fabricated to exact dimensions to eliminate waste, and our fully-engineered 
designs assure fast construction. Just as with our roof trusses, Ultra-Spandesigns assure fast construction. Just as with our roof trusses, Ultra-Span®® Floor Trusses are  Floor Trusses are 
compatible with a wide range of bearing materials and conditions, have UL-rated assemblies, IIC compatible with a wide range of bearing materials and conditions, have UL-rated assemblies, IIC 
and STC Sound ratings and can be configured in custom designs that include loading conditions and STC Sound ratings and can be configured in custom designs that include loading conditions 
specific to your project.specific to your project.

Why not turn your project into a complete Cold-Formed Steel System and incorporate Ultra-SpanWhy not turn your project into a complete Cold-Formed Steel System and incorporate Ultra-Span®®  
Floor Trusses? Before you even complete your first project you will be planning your second. The Floor Trusses? Before you even complete your first project you will be planning your second. The 
design flexibility, speed to delivery, and strength and stability of Cold-Formed Steel Trusses is design flexibility, speed to delivery, and strength and stability of Cold-Formed Steel Trusses is 
unmatched in the construction industry.unmatched in the construction industry.

FEATURED PRODUCTFEATURED PRODUCT
ULTRA-SPANULTRA-SPAN®®  FLOOR TRUSSES  FLOOR TRUSSES

• • Non-combustibleNon-combustible
• • LightweightLightweight
• • Fully engineeredFully engineered
• • UL-rated assembliesUL-rated assemblies
• • IIC and STC sound ratingsIIC and STC sound ratings
• • Open web configuration for ease of MEP installationOpen web configuration for ease of MEP installation
• • Floor depth as low as 12”Floor depth as low as 12”
• • Compatible with a wide variety of bearing materials and conditionsCompatible with a wide variety of bearing materials and conditions
• • Fabricated to exact dimensions - No wasteFabricated to exact dimensions - No waste
• • Truss layout and blocking and bracing detailsTruss layout and blocking and bracing details
• • Custom designs including loading conditions specific to your projectCustom designs including loading conditions specific to your project

(314) 851-2200(314) 851-2200
answers@mii.comanswers@mii.com

www.aegismetalframing.comwww.aegismetalframing.com


